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Abstract—Developing new approaches of Human-Computer Interactions, which make the interaction logic more 
natural to humans, is one of the most forward-looking trends of information technology. There is growing demand for 
infocommunications which are not limited to traditional senses. For example, recognition of human activities or the 
gesture based control of computers makes the communication between human and computer easier than ever. There is 
a leading communication channel of the message that is being communicated: the human head and face. Recognizing 
head movements are crucial in understanding the message as well as making the interaction self-evident to humans. 
Head movements can be recognized based on their shape and characteristics. In this study, we introduce a general 
model for describing and understanding complex head movements. A novel spatiotemporal representation is used for 
head movements, which is based on the extraction of facial features and the estimation of 6 DoF head pose. Our 
approach uses monocular camera images without the need for sensors or markers on the face. The efficiency of head 
movement recognition is demonstrated by head-drawn letters in real time environment. 

Keywords—infocommunications; human activity recognition; head movement recognition; spatiotemporal head 
movements; head pose estimation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a notable influence of information technology on our daily life. Electronic devices, 
smartphones, and telecommunications became an integral part of our everyday lives. Information 
processing and content handling are becoming more and more important for almost everybody, and it is 
one of the most promising and forward-looking trends of the future. For today, it has formed a particular 
field of science for analyzing the information transmitted through telecommunications, namely the field of 
infocommunications which is a superset of telecommunication. Infocommunications expand the space with 
several functions of information processing and content handling, and so create new opportunities in the 
way of interaction, especially in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This fact is important because the degree 
of connection between humans and infocommunications network are getting more and more crucial. We 
live in a world where the level of interaction with personal devices (i.e. smartphones, TVs or consoles) no 
longer restricts on traditional controlling or input methods. 

Nowadays, ICT systems with the ability to understand audiovisual information are getting more and 
popular. There is also an increasing demand for ICT systems which are not limited to the traditional 
senses. Such systems, for example, can respond to complex human activities, gestures in the 3-D space. 
The human factor is one of the most important parts of infocommunications. A sensory information can 
be obtained, transformed and then transferred to the user, in a way that the user can process effectively 
[1]. It is, therefore, necessary to analyze human behavior during the information processing or to make the 
whole interaction logic more natural to humans. Among others, this is the purpose of cognitive 
infocommunications. Cognitive infocommunications establish the link between several research areas (mainly 
infocommunications and cognitive sciences), in order to expand the content space with cognitive and 
sensory contents [2]. Niitsuma et al. proposed the concept of spatial memory for describing a memory 
system in the 3-D space [3]. Users can interact with spatial memory using gesture-like commands (the 
terminology of cognitive infocommunications call these commands as bodicons [4]). This way, the 
interpretation of bodicons namely the connection between human activities and segments in spatial 
memory can be established by cognitive systems. 

The ability of human activity recognition (HAR) can be essential for cognitive systems. HAR involves 
recognizing gestures, interactions or other actions performed by users from a series of observations about 
them. Nowadays, the importance of HAR, along with infocommunications, is growing rapidly due to the 
demand of personalized interfaces with new HCI approaches. Fitting the system to the expectations and 
abilities of users is getting more and more important. HAR provides new and unique solutions and 
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interfaces to interact computers in a different way as the usual (i.e. controlling applications with head 
movements). During HAR, several attributes of the user are measured and indexed over the time 
dimension and mathematically it can be defined as below [5]: 

Definition 1 (HAR problem (HARP)): Given a set = , … , , of  time series, each one from a 
particular measured attribute, and all of them defined within a time interval = , . The goal is to 
find a temporal partition 〈 , … , 〉 of , based on the data of , and a ∈  label which represents the 
activity performed during a given interval  (e.g. head shaking, nodding, etc.). It implies that each  is 

consecutive, non-empty, non-overlapping, and such that ⋃ = . In the following term, a HAR 
problem is an ordered triple = ( , , ), comprising a set  of measured attributes, a set  of time 
intervals together with a set  of labels. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The information encoded by head movements has a major role in HCI, it is because the recognition of 
head movements has got a considerable attention in the state-of-art studies (including surveillance-, 
patient monitoring systems, or any others that involve interactions between humans and computers). It is 
required from a HAR system to be able to recognize complex activities of multiple actions, which can be 
performed more than a single person. HAR approaches can be classified by placing a sensor (e.g. a camera 
or accelerometer) the user, which is often called as anchoring [6]. Anchoring can be relative or absolute to 
the user. It means, if the sensor moves together with the user then the sensor is anchored relatively. 
Furthermore, if the sensor is fixed in the users’ environment, then it is anchored absolutely. 

A. Relatively-anchored approaches 
Relatively-anchored approaches usually use a HAR sensor which is attached to the user while 

performing complex activities. The signal which is measured by the HAR sensor is typically a movement 
related signal (i.e. position, orientation or velocity). Recently the number of relatively-anchored approaches 
have been gradually increased due to the presence of low-cost sensors and smartphones. The idea behind 
these approaches is to extract features from the measured signal and then analyze their characteristics or 
classify them with pre-trained classifiers, such as in [7], [8], [9] and [10]. The advantage of 
relatively-anchored approaches is that the HAR sensor can provide accurate measurements of the activity, 
and the recognition is actually a direct classification problem in the feature space of the signal. In contrast, 
the main disadvantage of these approaches is that the users have to wear disagreeable devices on their 
body and sometimes a cable-based connection is used during performing activities, which restricts the 
users in their movements. 

B. Absolutely-anchored approaches 
The latter disadvantage of relatively-anchored approaches can be overcome by using absolutely-anchored 

approaches. Due to the nature of them, the HAR sensor is placed in the space where the activities are 
performed. However, this advantage is a disadvantage at the same time because the space of HAR is 
limited to a small part of the environment – obviously around the HAR sensor. Absolutely-anchored 
approaches are mostly based on computer vision technology. The approaches can be classified based on 
modeling variations in time. There are various direct classification methods, where usually local or global 
features are extracted from the image which is classified by pre-trained classifiers. These methods do not 
take the time factor into account, and the HAR is performed over each, consecutive frames, such as in 
[11], [12], [13] and [14]. Additionally, there are many approaches which based on temporal state-space models. 
Here, the temporality is modeled as a particular dimension, and a suitable image representation is assigned 
to the observations in time, such as in [15], [16], [17] and [18]. 

In this paper, we introduce an absolutely-anchored, vision-based approach for HAR. Our method does 
not need any installation or calibration of HAR sensors, and nothing must be hung to the user. Our HAR 
sensor is a simple webcam so the activities should be recognized in a fixed location around the screen. We 
will demonstrate that our approach is efficient enough to run in embedded or mobile environments, so that 
the activity space can be expanded in the future. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In section 3, 
we define the basis of HAR, where a face and facial feature tracking scheme is described. Facial features are 
the input of our 6 DoF head pose estimation approach. In section 4, we give an efficient spatiotemporal 
representation to the head movements and then in section 5 a DTW-based head movement recognition 
method will be presented. Finally, we summarize our results in section 6 through detailed test experiments. 
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III. FROM FACE TO HEAD POSE 

A. Face Detection 
The recognition of head movements as human activities is implemented by estimating the human head 

pose in the 3-D space. As it is mentioned, our system uses monocular images so the head pose must be 
estimated based on the 2-D projection of a 3-D head. First of all, we need several feature points from the 
face. The geometric relation between the 2-D and 3-D facial features should be considered invariable, 
which means that we need several fix points from the face (i.e. corners of eyes, or nose tip). The 
extraction of facial features is overtaken by face detection. The face is detected by the well-know 
algorithm of Viola and Jones [19], which can be considered as a de-facto standard of the problem. There 
are three main concepts around their algorithm: a new image representation (integral image); using variants of 
AdaBoost learning in order to select features and train classifiers; using a cascade architecture of several weak 
classifiers. The algorithm is relatively simple and allows us to detect faces in real-time but for efficiency 
purposes, the face detector is not allowed to run on every frame, it runs only at specified intervals, and the 
face is tracked by a simple template based procedure between the endpoints of the intervals. 

B. Facial Feature Extraction 
As we already mentioned, the complex head movements will be recognized based on the head pose in 

the 3-D space. Although the head pose can be estimated by the appearance of faces but we rather chose a 
feature-based approach because of several stability considerations. Feature based approaches take the 
advantage of the geometry of facial features, and they often use deformable models to estimate the head 
pose, i.e. in [20] and [21]. We also chose a similar approach, which was roughly described by us in [22]. 
The only exception is that a robust Active Shape Model (ASM) is used in this study instead of the set of 
Haar classifiers. That is, an ASM is used for extracting facial features from the face. The concept of ASMs 
are described in [23] and [24] in detail, here we give just a short outline for the notation we use. ASM is a 
statistical model of several faces and consists of two stages: a model training phase and a model fitting 
phase. The ASM focuses on the shape, which is the external boundary of the face. An arbitrary  shape 
can be represented by its landmarks: 

 = ∈ ℝ : = 1 … , (1) 

where the contour is given by the concatenation of  landmarks and = 2 in case of planar objects. 
So landmarks can be given as = ( , ) and an ∈ ℝ  shape can be represented as a vector with 2  
components: 

 = ( … , … ) . (2) 

Given several  shapes from a previously annotated database, the ASM tries to superimpose them in a 
common coordinate system. The Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) is used to measure shapes to 
each other [25], then a statistical model is defined based on the shapes in the common coordinate system: 

 ≈ ̅ + , (3) 

where ̅ is the mean shape; ∈ ℝ ×  contains the eigenvectors of the  largest eigenvalues, and the 
∈ ℝ  column vector is the scale factor of the principal components (the parameter set of the 

deformable model). Similar shapes can be given by varying the  column vector, and this is the main idea 
behind the fitting phase, which is essentially the minimization of a cost function. The following 
parameters are taken into account while finding the minimum: ∈ ℝ  parameter vector; =   
translation; ( ) rotation; and  uniform scaling. The model which depends on these parameters is called 
as Point Distribution Model (PDM). PDM ensures that shapes cannot have an arbitrary layout, they can be 
formed only similarly to the shapes of the training database. Different kind of ASMs differs only on the 
strategy of PDM fitting over an input image. 

C. Head Pose Estimation 
Our head pose estimation method is the solution to a Perspective n-Point problem (PnP problem), so it is 

based on 2-D and 3-D point correspondences. The 2-D points are resulted by the ASM: they are the 
( , ), = 1 …  landmarks of the ∈ ℝ  shape. For clarity, we will denote the 2-D landmarks with a 

 upper index, because they are defined in the camera coordinate system (on the image plane). 
Furthermore, we have the same number of 3-D model points in an appropriate model coordinate system 
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which will be denoted with a  upper index. The relation between landmarks and model points is the 
following: a = ,  point is the projection of a = , ,  3-D model point as it can be 
seen in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Coordinate systems of head pose estimation. Head pose is essentially the 3-D position and 3-D orientation of the model coordinate 

system relative to the camera coordinate system. 

There are multiple ways to solve a PnP problem, but most of them need three or more point pair 
correspondences, e.g. a PnP problem with = 3 is a P3P problem. A P3P problem is based on a 3-D 
triangle and its 2-D projection and, it can have at least eight different solutions [26]. However, four 
solutions can be filtered out (which are behind the camera), there are still many cases considering the 
object’s pose. In contrast to P3P problems, P4P problems can yield unambiguous results, but generally, 
there are two cases: on the one hand, if all four of the points are in a common plane then it can have a 
unique solution; otherwise it can have two different solutions. The most famous methods for solving a 
PnP problem are the non-iterative EPnP which solves the problem in O(n) time [27]; the non-iterative 
RPnP which needs less than five point correspondences to find the optimal solution in O(n) time [28]; the 
LHS which is considered to the best iterative solution of the problem [29]. However we chose another 
popular P4P approach based on our prior experiences [22]: Pose from Orthography and Scaling with ITerations 
(POSIT) [30]. The goal of POSIT is to retrieve the head pose (  rotation and  translation in the 3-D 
space) with relation to the world. Because of its nature (2-D and 3-D point correspondences) it originates 
from the equation of a pinhole camera model1: 

 = | , (4) 

which van be written as: 

 

1

=
0

0
0 0 1

1

, (5) 

where  is the camera matrix which contains the intrinsic parameters: the  and  focal lengths and the 
,  principal point. Intrinsic parameters can be estimated by a chessboard-based calibration routine, 

and they do not depend on the scene viewed, so  should be estimated only once. The role of  is to 
project the 3-D points of camera coordinate system onto the 2-D image plane. The joint rotation-
translation matrix |  means the extrinsic parameters of the model; this matrix transforms points from the 
3-D world coordinate system to the 3-D camera coordinate system. Extrinsic parameters greatly depend 
on the scene viewed. In our case, the world coordinate system is an appropriate model reference frame 
and POSIT estimates an  rotation and  translation which brings points from the 3-D model reference 
frame to the 3-D camera coordinate system. In the very first step, we created a 3-D head model for having 
point correspondences from a stereo face database [31] (see Fig. 2). The accuracy of the depth map is very 
high; according to the authors, it is 0.32 mm to each direction which is a good precision to estimate the 
6 DoF head pose. 

                                                      
1 Distortion coefficients are not included in the equation for the simplicity. 

Camera 
coordinates 

Model 
coordinates  

,

( , , )
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Fig. 2. Our 3-D face model. Each 3-D red point on the picture has a corresponding 2-D landmark of the ASM. 

We will not describe the whole method, just the main idea behind. First of all, eq 5 is multiplied by 
 to get normalized image coordinates on the left side and to eliminate  from the right side: 

 = | . (6) 

Defining = , ,  and then dividing each |  elements by  gives us the following: 

 =
⁄ ⁄
⁄ ⁄
⁄ 1

. (7) 

Eq 7 provides us a linear system of equations. We do not deal with the third (which belongs to ) at 
the moment, but transposing the first two equations lead up to: 

 =
⁄ ⁄
⁄ ⁄

. (8) 

Now considering all of the 3-D model points we can extend the previous equation as below: 

 ⋮ ⋮ =
1

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
1

⁄ ⁄
⁄ ⁄

, (9) 

where the matrix of  points is often called as an  model matrix. The , , , , and  pose 
parameters can be retrieved straightforward by solving the equations. Notice that the |  pose is fully 
defined, since the  matrix is orthogonal ( = × ). Note that, at least four non-coplanar points are 
required; otherwise, the  model matrix is singular. This part of POSIT is referred as Pose from Orthography 
and Scaling (POS). There is a question what we have not answered yet: the role of the third equation in Eq 
7 (which belongs to ). POSIT tries to find the pose for fixed values of  and assumes that the image 
points of perspective projection are the same as scaled orthographic projection so that = 1, = 1 … . 
Then it solves the linear system of equations under this assumption and it results an approximation for the 
head pose. This approximation is used as an input in the next iteration to refine the pose until it does not 
converge to the valid head pose. 
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IV. REPRESENTATION OF HEAD MOVEMENTS 

There have been some studies recently for estimating head pose as the basis of a HAR system, i.e. [32], 
[33], [34] and [35]. Although these works define several action primitives, however, the methods lack HAR 
and do not allow us to make complex decisions. In this section, we give the spatiotemporal representation 
of head movements. The representation is based on facial primitives defined previously (landmarks and 
head pose), and the head movements are considered as time series. The expected length of the movement 
is around three or five seconds, but there are no limitations. Obviously, if users do not perform two head 
movements consciously, then it is not expected that they will repeat the action the same way and beat. So 
head movements can vary in time or speed which indicates the need for a non-linear alignment to 
determine the degree of similarity. The trajectory of head movements is based on the head pose over the 
consecutive frames, so the 6 DoF head pose means the spatial dimension of our representation. 
Moreover, the movements should be segmented in time as well. Therefore, the temporal boundaries of 
the movements are also estimated by the procedure written below. 

A. Trajectory of head movements 
Space, where we try to recognize head movements, is fixed in the environment of the screen of a PC 

or mobile. We assume that users are sitting before the screen, so they are not changing their place during 
performing activities. Considering the spatial representation, we only deal with the rotations around the  
and  axes, the position and the rotation around  is not taken into account. Supposing that we have an 
image sequence of a head movement, together with the estimated  attributes (observations) over every 
frame. If the first element of the sequence belongs to the  timestamp and the sequence consists of  
frames, then we have an = ( , , … , ) time series about the movement. Here ∈  is an 
ordered -tuple of the HAR problem ( ∈  is a sample of a probability distribution). The  attributes 
are the element of the ℱ feature space: ∈ ℱ, ∈ , + . Now each ∈ ℳ head movement can be 
defined as below: 

 = ( , , , … , ) = ( , ), (10) 

where ∈  is a label of the performed movement (e.g. “head shaking” or “nodding”). For an 
unknown ∈ ℳ movement, the ∈  label is predicted by the ∈ ℱ attributes. The determination 

∈ ℱ attributes are based purely on the head pose. The = (0,0,1) unit vector of the model reference 
frame is rotated by the orientation of the current head pose. The rotated vector over the th frame is 
denoted by , which is the direction vector of the head. Then the ∈ ℱ attributes are defined as below: 

 = − . (11) 

That is  is the difference between the current and the previous direction vector, so it represents the 
variation in orientation over the -  plane between the neighboring frames. Furthermore,  is close to 
zero if the head is standing still and it has a high value if the head movement is intensive. All of the 
attributes are shifted by  to be independent of the start position, so head movements are defined in the 
final form of below: 

 = ( , 0, − , … , − ) = ( , ′). (12) 

Fig. 3 shows the variation in orientation between 2-2 frames. The arrow around the nose indicates the 
direction and the amount of variation. 

  

Fig. 3. Visual representation of the variation in head movements. 
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B. Temporal boundaries of head movements 
Now we have spatial representation, but still, we did not localize head movements in time. The 

attributes should be divided into = ,  consecutive, non-empty and non-overlapping time intervals. 
A simple state transition model was defined for this reason: 

 If there is no head movement, and the variation in orientation is over of a given threshold 
value, then the head movement started, 

 If the head is moving and the variation in orientation is over of a given threshold value, 
then the machine remains in moving state, 

 If the head is moving, and the variation in orientation is below of a given threshold value, 
then the head movement ended, 

 Otherwise, there is no head movement. 

The final algorithm for the spatiotemporal localization of head movements is below: 

1. Estimating the variation in orientation compared to the previous timestamp and GOTO 2, 
2. Temporal localization of the current head movement based on the variation in orientation: 

 If the head movement started or the head is moving then GOTO 3, 
 If the head movement ended then GOTO 4, 
 Otherwise GOTO 1, 

3. Spatial representation of the head movement: producing the ∈ ℱ attributes for estimating the 
similarity and GOTO 1, 

4. Estimating the similarity between the current attribute set and several previously determined 
attribute set, then GOTO 1. 

V. HEAD MOVEMENT RECOGNITION 

In this section, we give an explanation about the matching of two different time series. The method is 
an extraction of our previous study [36] with some improvements. As it is already mentioned, the head 
movements can be considered as time series which are performed in a different way, tempo or time. The 
matching of time series is carried out by the algorithm of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), see in [37] and 
[38]. DTW can be considered as a generative model, so we are looking for the ( , ) joint distribution, 
where ∈  is a time series, and ∈  is a label (e.g. “nodding”). An ∈  label can be predicted by an 

∈  time series. So recognizing an ∈ ℳ head movement means the determination of an ∈  label 
based on some time series. DTW determines the optimal (least cumulative distortion or distance) 
alignment between a pair of time-series. It transforms the time axis such that it optimally maps one of the 
time series (test) onto the whole or a part of the other one (reference). DTW computes point-by-point 
correspondences (by a warping function), and it also gives a distance-like quantity between a pair of time 
series. The so-called DTW distance is semimetric, because it satisfies the positivity, positive definiteness, and 
symmetry, but not necessarily the triangle inequality. Let us suppose that we have two time series given by 
their attribute set: 

 
: = ( , , … , )
: = ( , , … , )

, (13) 

where , ∈  the time series and , ∈ ℱ, = 1 … , = 1 …  are the attributes of the ℱ 
feature space. For simplicity, we will use ∈ 1:  index in case of  and ∈ 1:  in the case of . 
DTW defines a : ℱ × ℱ → ℝ  metric for measuring the similarity between any pair of  and  
attributes. The most common choice for  is the Euclidean distance. DTW aligns the attributes of time-
series by minimizing a cost function based on the  distance between the pairs of  and  attributes. So 
that DTW computes a ∈ ℝ ×  cost matrix between any  and : 

 ( , ) = , ≥ 0. (14) 

Time series can be aligned along multiple paths in the  matrix and these paths often called as warping 
path (or warping function) and denoted by ( ). The goal is to find a path with minimal cost in the : it 
is the optimal alignment between the two time series. DTW defines the optimal alignment as the solution 
to an optimization problem. The ( ) warping function can be formed by a series of elements: 
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 ( ) = ( ), ( ) , (15) 

where the ( ) ∈ 1,  and ( ) ∈ 1,  functions map the time indices of  and  respectively 
and ∈ 1:  is the index range of the common axis. For any ( ) warping function, the averaged 
accumulated distortion between two time series can be given as below: 

 ( , Y) = ∑ ( ), ( ) ( ), (16) 

where the ( ), ( )  term is the distance between the ( ) and ( ) attributes warped over 

the common time axis, ( ) is a non-negative weighting coefficient, and  is a normalizing constant 
(usually = + ). The ( ) and  are necessary because there are more than one warping paths 
between two time series, but we need the one with minimal cost. Let ( ) be the optimal warping 
function between the time series  and , then ( ) chooses the indices of  and  which minimalize 
the overall accumulated distance: 

 ( , ) = ( , ). (17) 

The warping function can be determined by finding paths in  matrix, and there are multiple 
techniques for that. Usually, several optimizations are also used, which are mostly based on the 
characteristics of warping paths: monotonic condition, continuity condition, boundary condition, adjustment window 
condition and slope constraint condition. The ideas are originally described by Sakoe and Chiba [39]. These 
conditions allow us to restrict the searching space of warping paths to a narrow space in . 

Fig 4. shows an alignment between two head movements (drawing letters of ) performed by two 
different users. Head movements are very similar to each other because the optimal warping path (red curve 
in the lower figure) passes through the cost matrix diagonally, in a relatively straight line. 

 

 
Fig. 4. DTW alignment of two time series. In the upper part: grey lines denotes the indeces which were chosen during finding the warping 

path. The lower part illustrates the cost matrix, the optimal warping path is indicated by the red line. 
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A. Human Activity Database 
At this point, we can align two time series to each other, but we would like to recognize much more 

type of head movements. A DTW based classifier was created with 26 classes. Let ⊂ ℳ, ∈ 1: 26  a 
head movement class, where ℳ is the set of all head movements. Each  class contains head 
movements with similar trajectory of head drawn letters of the English alphabet (i.e. the trajectories of  
or  characters): 

 = ⊂ ℳ ∈ : , (18) 

where each ⊂ ℳ classes contain exactly 100 head movements, so | | = 100. The classes are 
disjoint and non-empty, furthermore ⋃ ∈ : = . A kind of ordering can be defined between the 
head movements in each class, and this ordering is based on the pairwise DTW distance of each 

, ∈  elements ( , ∈ 1: 100 , ≠ ). For efficiency purposes, a pivot element is appointed in 
each class, because in this way only 26 cost matrix need to be estimated during the classification. In fact, 
we use a simple 1-NN classifier. The pivot element ∈  of the th class can be defined as below: 

 = , , (19) 

where (∙) is the pairwise DTW distance between the head movements of . That is,  is the 
element which minimizes the distance to all of the elements in its  class. That is,  can be considered 
as a kind of cluster centroid. Fig. 5. below illustrates several moments of the head movement recognition, 
especially the visual representation of trajectory which only based on the head pose. 

  

  

 
Fig. 5. Several moments of head movement recognition. Head movements are colored by a red-green transition, where the color of the start 

point is red and the current point of the trajectory is green. The shape of trajectory only depend on the head pose, more accurately 
the rotation around the  and  axes. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance of the proposed HAR system is evaluated separately regarding the head pose estimation 
and head movement recognition. It is because the head pose means the basis of our system, so its accuracy 
fundamentally determines the precision of head movement recognition. 

A. Head Pose Estimation 

During our head pose test cases we were focused on measuring the yaw (rotation around ) and pitch 
(rotation around ) errors, because these coefficients have the highest effect on head movement 
recognition. Our head pose estimation approach was evaluated over the Biwi database [40], which 
contains Microsoft Kinect scanned faces. Biwi covers a relatively large interval both for pitch and yaw. 
Fig. 6. shows the absolute yaw and pitch errors in function of yaw and pitch separately. So the absolute 
yaw (and pitch) error is illustrated only in function of ground truth yaw (and pitch) values. 

The negative values mean the upward direction in the case of pitch and the leftward in the case of yaw. 
It can be seen that the absolute error of yaw and pitch is increasing along to the ends of the range. In the 
case of yaw, −40°, +40°  is the range where the absolute error is below 10 degrees, here the yaw error 
can be considered low enough to perform head movement recognition. Yaw reaches its minimum in the 
range of −12°, +12° , where the absolute error is below 5 degrees, here we have the chance to have a 
very accurate head movement recognition. Although, we can define a yaw range of 80-100 degrees length, 
where we expect that head movements can be recognized with high precision. 

The pitch is a little bit complicated than yaw. Here the range −32°, +40°  is that where the absolute 
pitch error is below 10 degrees and pitch reaches its minimum in the range of −6°, +16° . The 
characteristics of the error function are not symmetric to the zero; it is shifted to upwards. It means that 
we will have a higher error for people who is looking upwards. 

 
Fig. 6. Absolute yaw and pitch errors in function of yaw and pitch separately. The absolute yaw (and pitch) error is illustrated only in 

function of ground truth yaw (and pitch) values. 

It is also interesting to visualize yaw and pitch error in function of both yaw and pitch. This 
visualization provides much more information, because, in this way, the absolute errors are dependent on 
pitch and yaw at the same time. Fig. 7. shows the surfaces of this visualization. An  grid was defined in 
the yaw-pitch coordinate system with the resolution of × . The distance between the grid points is 2, 
so the absolute errors were accumulated over this environment of each grid points. The empty areas were 
interpolated. For example, in case of 12° of pitch and -40°of yaw: 

 The average pitch error is 7.44°, 
 Moreover the average yaw error is 10.06°. 

It can be seen that the pitch error begins to grow drastically by raising up the head. Moreover, there is 
also some correlation between the absolute pitch error and yaw rotation because we measured the highest 
pitch error in the bottom-left and up-left regions. 
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Fig. 7. Absolute pitch and yaw errors in function of yaw and pitch at the same time. Errors were represented along the  axis. The ground 
truth measurements of pitch and yaw were represented along the  and  axis. 

B. Head Movement Recognition 
As the very first step of evaluating head movement recognition, we took a measurement regarding the 

relationship between the pivot element and the remaining elements of its class. As it is mentioned, pivot 
elements minimize the distance within their classes, and they were chosen from 100 head movement. 
Fig. 8. shows the average distance and the corrected standard deviation of pivot elements compared to the 
other elements in , so according to the definition: 

 
= ∑ ,

= ∑ , −
.  (20) 

Fig. 8. shows that the letters of  or  are very close to the pivot element, so all elements of these 
classes are in “sphere” with a narrow radius. In contrast of this, we got significant DTW distance for the 

 and , where the average DTW distance to the pivot element is three times higher than the previous 
case. It can be possible to conclude the accuracy of HAR system from Fig. 8: we can believe that the 
recognition will be less accurate in cases where the average DTW distance is higher, but we will see that 
this is not always true. 

 
Fig. 8. Average DTW distance and standard deviation from the pivot element in case of every class. 
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The method was also tested on an independent database. The classes of the test database contained 
exactly 100 head movements, so the method was tested on 2600 head movement. For each ∈  
element of the test database, we estimated the ,  distance ( ∈ 1: 26  és ∈ 1: 100 ) and  
was classified to that  class where the distance was minimal. Fig. 9. shows the precision and recall of 
each class. It can be seen that the classes , , , , , ,  and  have the minimum false positive rate. 
Furthermore, only a few elements of , , , , , , , , ,  and  were misclassified as false 
negatives. The average precision of our system is 0.81, and the average recall is 0.83 which can be 
considered quite good results because it provides the guarantee for the low number of false positives and 
negatives at the same time. However, in the case of , , , ,  and  classes we will have false positives 
and at the same time, we will have false negatives in case of , ,  and  classes. 

 
Fig. 9. Precision and recall of each class. 

We also analyzed the relationship between the  measure and the average length of the movements. 
Fig. 10. shows  measure for the previous test database. The best recognition is expected for the , , , 
, , , , ,  and  classes. It should be highlighted that it was not any error in case of the  class, all 

of the 100 movements of the test database were recognized correctly. The , , , , , , , ,  and 
 classes have the worst recognition. A possible explanation is that some of these classes have similar 

characteristics considering their shapes (i.e. an  is written similarly to  and so  and ). We also analyzed 
the correlation between the  measure and the average length of the movements, but we did not notice 
high correlation. In Fig. 10. there is a secondary vertical axis which measures the length of the movements. 
The measure of this axis is the number of attributes. We can say, that smaller head movements can be 
recognized on similar accuracy as longer ones and vice versa. 

 

Fig. 10. Relationship between the  measure and the average movement length. It can be seen that the two measurements are not correlating 
strongly with each other. The secondary vertical axis belong to the AVG Movement Length and the its measure is the number of 
attributes. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 

In the above, we proposed and described a complete system for human activity recognition which is 
suitable for recognizing various, complex head movements. Our solution is an absolutely-anchored, 
vision-based approach which does not need any installation or calibration of HAR sensors, and nothing 
must be hung to the user. Our HAR sensor is a simple webcam, and the activities should be recognized in 
a fixed location, so the space where the activities are performed is around of PC's screen. The HAR is 
based on a 6 DoF head pose estimation procedure. During our test experiments, we found that the 
approach could work in wide range of head movements. The typical length of a movement was 2-3 
seconds, but there are no limitations regarding this. The average CPU time of the overall procedure is less 
than 25 milliseconds beside 640x480 resolution on an Intel Core i5 2.4GHz PC. Based on our results, we 
think that our approach can run in embedded or mobile environments. Our primary goal is bound to the 
assumption; we are going to expand the activity space by adapting our approach in mobile environments, 
which can provide ease-of-access to information systems. Furthermore, it strengthens the link between the 
research areas of info-communications and the cognitive sciences, because we have the intention to 
represent human activities better, process or recognize them more efficiently, and last but not the least it 
can be very interesting to separate conscious human activities from unconscious ones which can open new 
chapters in our researches. 
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